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Abstract. Perspective deformation is one of the major issues in print-
cam attacks for image watermarking. In this paper we adapt to print-
cam process a Fourier watermarking method developed by our team,
for print-scan attacks. Our aim is to resist to perspective distortions of
print-cam image watermarking for ID images for industrial application.
A first step consists of geometrical correction of the perspective distor-
tions, then Fourier based watermarking is used. Experimental results of
the improved method in Fourier domain show better robustness com-
pared to existing print-cam methods.
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1 Introduction

Developing robust watermarking method against print-cam attacks for identity
images (ID) is strongly needed as industrial applications are under active devel-
opment. Print-cam process produces, for the detection process of the watermark,
three dimensional geometric distortions (rotation, scale changes, translation, and
tilt of the optical axis). Also there are lens distortion, lighting variations includ-
ing reflections, and other noises [1]. In this paper we focus on the correction of
the geometric attacks called perspective distortions. While scale variation and
tilt of optical axis are the main additional attacks that differentiate between
print-cam and print-scan attacks Many research papers [2–5] proposed robust
print-cam image watermarking methods in the spatial or Discrete Wavelet trans-
form (DWT) domains, with the use of frame synchronization method to resist to
geometric distortions. Pramila et al. [6] proposed DWT watermarking method,
initially used for print-scan process [7], with a visible frame to recover the 3D
synchronization. However their method can support small geometric distortion.
Thongkor et al. [8,9] applied, on Thai ID cards images, a spatial domain water-
marking method using perceptual vision mask. To rectify the distorted image,
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they use feature points from both the watermarked image and the original image.
Yet their method is a non-blind method. Few methods exist for print-cam image
watermarking, and mostly they are done in spatial domain or DWT domain.

Discrete Fourier transform based watermarkings method is known to resist
to geometric distortions (except scale and tilt of optical axis distortions) [10].
Recently Riad et al. [11,12] proposed a robust watermarking method based on
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for ID images. The method was developed
for printed and scanned images.

In this paper we propose to adapt the DFT watermarking method, developed
by Riad et al. [11], for print-cam image watermarking. In embedding process, the
watermark is inserted in specific DFT frequency bands of ID images. Then, after
the print-cam phase, a preprocess step is used to detect the four corners of the ID
image by Hough line detector method, and an inverse projective transformation
is applied to correct the perspective distortions. Finally a detection process of the
watermark is accomplished by using the normalized cross-correlation function.
Experimental tests will be carried out on a set of 500 ID images with random
values of simulated perspective attacks. We show that the proposed method
improves the detection rate compared with other existing method [6].

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews print-cam process and per-
spective distortions of the captured images, Sect. 3 presents a description of
the proposed method, Sect. 4 shows the experiment results, and finally Sect. 5
presents conclusions and perspectives.

2 Perspective Attack of the Print-cam Process

2.1 Print-cam Attacks

Attacks or distortions are every deformations and actions that occur to the
watermarked image and harm the mark, in other words attacks make the detec-
tion/extraction operation fails to find the mark in the image.

Fig. 1. Print-cam process
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The Fig. 1 presents print-cam process under different attacks, where the
watermarked image (W.I) is printed, and then the printed image (P.I) is cap-
tured by a camera (mobile phone’s camera) to get the captured image (C.I).
The attacks can be classified as attacks related to materials of the system: noise
and blurring of the pixels due to quality of the printers, paper quality, lens dis-
tortions, and camera resolutions. We have also attacks related to the users, like
perspective distortions caused by the camera position, and motion blur. And
finally we have attacks related to the environment, as the lights, light reflec-
tion, and other noises. Attacks related to materials, can be predicted and fixed
because distortion measurement still the same for each material [13]. However
attacks like perspective distortions, are hard to predict and fix, because they
change for each use of the system.

2.2 Perspective Transformation of the Captured Image

The operation of taking points coordinates from a 3D world (X) and map it
in 2D image plan (x), is called projective transformation, as Fig. 2 shows: In a
projective space where the points at infinity exist and predefined, the projective
transformation become a linear transformation, and can be presented in form of
a mathematical relation, as the following equation:
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Where [X,Y,Z, 1]T is a world coordinates, [x, y, 1]T is its corresponding image
coordinates, and H is 3 × 4 projective matrix that describes the transformation
from the 3D to 2D spaces. Similarly the capturing process of an image using a
camera can be simulated by a projective transformation relation as follow:
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Fig. 2. Geometric projection process
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Where H from Eq. (1) is replaced by the matrix multiplications showed in (2).
K is 3 × 3 matrix, contains the intrinsic camera parameters, and M is a 3 × 3
matrix representing the 3D position and pose of the camera, and named as
extrinsic camera parameters [14]. In particular perspective transformation is a
2D projection of 2D plan plunged in 3D world. Then the relation of the perspec-
tive transformation in our case becomes:⎛
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Where [x, y, 1]T is coordinates of the captured image, [X,Y, 1]T is for printed
image, and M defined as the 3 × 3 perspective matrix.

2.3 Geometric Image Rectification

The perspective distortions come from the fact of that the camera is not in the
axis of the image, and that the distance and rotation variations may be present
during capturing process. Therefore the matrix M in the Eq. (3) parametrizes
the perspective transformation. So from a mathematical point of view, to delete
the geometric effect, we have to invert the perspective transformation. For that
many mathematical methods are suggested [14]. In the following we present two
useable techniques to rectify this kind of geometric deformations:

• Four corners method: From the Eq. (3), the projective matrix has 8 degree of
freedom hence 8 unknown parameters should be assessed from the following
system equation: ⎧⎨

⎩
x = M11X+M12Y+M13

M31X+M32Y+1

y = M21X+M22Y+M23
M31X+M32Y+1

(4)

Where Mij(1≤i,j≤3) are the values in i row and j column of matrix M in
Eq. (3). So with corresponding four points from both printed and captured
images, M can be uniquely computed [14].

• Parallel lines method: The projective transformation can be assumed as
a product of three components similarity (Hs), affine (Ha), and projective
(Hp), i.e., M = Ms × Ma × Mp. So to invert the perspective effect from the
image, the method remove the projective and affine components to obtain
the similarity transformed version of the original image [15].

For our adapted method, we apply the concept of frame method by using the 4
corners strategy. Parallel lines method is particularly assigned to document or
text images.

3 The Proposed Method

The Fourier watermarking method used in this work gives improved results
against print-scan attacks [12]. Since the big difference between the print-scan
and print-cam attacks is the geometric issues, a preprocessing stage is added to
correct the image geometrically. As the following figure shows (Fig. 3):
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Fig. 3. Proposed method

3.1 Fourier Watermark Embedding Process

The watermark embedding is performed in the magnitude of the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) using only the luminance of the colored image (chrominance
components are not modified). A symmetric watermark is inserted along a circle
of radius r in the DFT magnitude.

According to [11], the application of a dedicated low-pass filtering on the
embeddable coefficients of the DFT magnitude improves the detection rate. In
this work, we use the same idea. The watermark W of N elements is inserted in
the filtered coefficients as follows:

MW = Mf + α ∗ W (5)

where MW is the magnitude of the watermarked DFT coefficient, Mf is the
original one after filtering the embeddable coefficients using a Gaussian filter, α
is the strength parameter. The parameter is determined to obtain the desired
value of PSNR equal to 40dB, this value corresponds to an invisible watermark
[16,17]. The final watermarked image is reconstructed by applying the inverse
DFT to obtain the luminance of the watermarked image from which color image
is recovered using the unmodified chrominance components.

3.2 Perspective Rectification Process

To correct the geometric effect we need to estimate the four corner positions.
Therefore the steps of this process, show in Fig. 4, are as follow:

Fig. 4. Perspective rectification process

Step 1: Detect the four corners: we use Hough line to detect the frame of ID
image, then we get the four points from the intersections of those lines.

Step 2: Estimate the projective matrix: with corresponding four points, we solve
the system equation in (4).

Step 3: Apply the invert transformation in the whole image, to remap the
rectified image.
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3.3 Watermark Detection

The blind decoder needs only the captured image and watermark W . First, the
DFT is applied to the luminance of the captured image. Then, image coefficients
are extracted from the magnitude along the radius r. The normalized cross-
correlation is computed between the extracted coefficients F and the sequence W
of the watermark. As a rotation could occur during the print-and-scan process,
the maximum of the normalized cross-correlation CMax is to be estimated as
follow:

CMax = max
0≤j≤1
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where N is the sequence length, W and F are the mean of the watermark
and extracted Fourier coefficients, respectively. The watermark is detected if
the maximum value of the normalized cross-correlation exceeds a threshold t,
otherwise the watermark is not detected.

4 Results

This section presents the comparison of the watermark detection between the
proposed method and the method in [6], using 500 ID digital images from PICS
database [18]. Perspective attacks are simulated. Both methods are implemented
under the same protocols and conditions. The steps of the test are shown in the
following figure (Fig. 5):

Fig. 5. Testing process

For the perspective distortions, the simulation of 3D rotation of the image (3
rotations around x, y, and z axis) is used simultaneously with the simulation of
camera position (view point position) that defines polar angles θ and ϕ (polar
angle in the x − y plane, polar angle above or below the x − y plane). Those
angles are measured in degrees. The following figure shows examples of simulated
perspective distortions (Fig. 6):
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) - 3D rotation (5◦,−2◦, 10◦) with view-point (0◦, 90◦). (b) - 3D rotation
(5◦,−2◦, 10◦) with view-point (10◦, 60◦)

The 500 ID images are tested under random values of perspective attacks,
where the rotation values around x, y, and z axis are respectively taken from
intervals [−5◦, 5◦], [−5◦, 5◦], and [−10◦, 10◦]. And view point values of and are
respectively between [0◦, 10◦] and [60◦, 90◦].

The detection results of both of the methods are represented in form of
histograms of empirical probability density functions of correlation values.

Fig. 7. Empirical probability density functions of correlation values for marked and
unmarked images with our proposed method before (a) and after (b) perspective attacks

The histograms in Figs. 7 and 8 show that the detection of the proposed
method is improved compared to the other method [6] after the recovery from
the perspective deformations. In the same way the next figure of the probability
of true positive detection shows the performance of both methods before and
after the geometric attacks according to all possible threshold values (Fig. 9).

The performance of the proposed method is clearly higher than the other
method, relatively to different threshold values.
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Fig. 8. Empirical probability density functions of correlation values for marked and
unmarked images with method [6] before (a) and after (b) perspective attacks

Fig. 9. Probability of true positive detection as a function of the threshold values before
(a) and after (b) the perspective attacks

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a Fourier based watermarking method for print-cam attacks.
Almost all the existed few methods are done in spatial or wavelet (DWT)
domains. This work shows that FFT domain resists better to the perspective
distortions, compared to DWT domain. Which can be explained by the fact
that Fourier transform resists the geometric attacks (except the scale and tilt
of optical axis attacks) more than the wavelet transform. As future work, we
intend to improve the adapted FFT method to resist print-cam attacks for real
captured images.
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